ON THE MOVE
TRAVEL SCALE

User’s manual

Thank you for purchasing the Etekcity Luggage Scale. This product is designed to accurately weigh many types of luggage. Please read the information contained in this user’s manual to use this product safely and gain the most benefit from its many features.

Specifications
- Room temperature display
- Easy-to-read LCD display (0.44" digits)
- Capacity: 110lb (50kg)
- Graduation: 0.1lb (50g)
- Battery: 3x 3V CR2032 (Lithium)
- Low battery and overload indication

Button Functions
- POWER Z/T: Turns the scale on or off (hold for 2 seconds to turn off)
- UNIT: Switch between the weight and temperature measurement unit

Installing & Replacing Battery
Battery type: 3 x 3V CR2032 Lithium battery
- The LCD will display “Lo” when the battery power is low. When this occurs, you should replace the battery as soon as possible.
- Hold the scale in one hand, and slide out the battery holder with the other hand.
- Push corner A on the battery holder outward to release the battery.
- Insert the new battery under notches B and C. Press the other side of the battery until it clips into corner A.
- Insert the battery holder back into the scale.

Cleaning & Maintenance Notes
- Use a slightly damp cloth to clean the scale. Do not immerse the scale in water or use chemical cleaning agents.
- Ensure that there is no stress on the triangle ring when not in use.

Weighing
- Press the POWER button to turn on the scale.
- Press UNIT to select the weight unit if needed. If the scale does not display 0, ensure there is no stress on the triangle ring and press the Z/T button.
- Strap the belt on the scale through the luggage handle and secure the hook of the belt on the triangle ring.
- Lift the scale gently, making sure it is horizontal and balanced. Wait until the weight reading stabilizes, flashes 3 times, and locks. The scale will display the reading for 2 minutes and shut off if no button is pressed.
- To weigh again, remove the luggage or let the belt go slack and press Z/T to reset the display to 0.

Reading Temperature
- Press POWER Z/T to turn on the scale. When the LCD displays O, press UNIT to switch to temperature mode.
- The LCD will display “T°C” and then display the current ambient temperature.
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